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on Submission of Revised/Final 

Manuscript



Dear Authors, 

Please note the following:

1. Both your abstract and manuscript are captured in Conftool. Your Paper ID is the same as your Abstract ID, 
but internally the Manuscript of your paper is assigned an ID = 1000 + (Abstract ID).

2. We have only assigned one reviewer to review your manuscript.

3. You are only allowed to make one revision and the revised manuscript will be regarded as the final 
manuscript. This review is meant to improve the quality of your manuscript and we hope you have made 
the amendments recommended by your reviewer. We will not be checking whatever you have done with 
the reviewer’s recommendations. The responsibility for the final quality of your paper rests with you.

4. The following pages contain instructions for you to follow to upload your final manuscript and IEEE 
eCopyright form in Conftool.



Click on “your  Submissions”

Step 1: Log into Conftool using your credentials



Step 2: Search for your manuscript in the Manuscript Section

Please ignore this Abstracts Section. For 
your information, your Paper ID is the 
same as your Abstract ID, but internally 
the Manuscript of your paper is assigned 
an ID = 1000 + (Abstract ID)

Submit your revised  manuscript 
incorporating all the reviewer's  
comments as far as possible. See the 
page after the next page.

Click here to see your Reviewer’s comments 
as described in the next page.

Step 3

Step 4

Abstracts Section

Manuscripts Section



Step 3: Retrieving your Reviewer’s Comments

Your Reviewer’s comments are given here. However he/she may make 
additional comments directly on your manuscript or in a separate 
document, and uploaded it in Conftool for you to retrieve as shown 
below 

If you see a file here, it contains your reviewer’s comments. Please download.



Step 4: Submission of Revised Manuscript and IEEE eCopyright Form

Upload final manuscript

Upload eCopyright form

1. If you have made any amendments 
to your manuscript, you need to go 
to the IEEE PDF eXpress link 
https://ieee-pdf-express.org to 
generate a new IEEE Xplore-
compliant PDF and upload your 
final manuscript as the 1st file. 

2. If you need not make any changes 
to your manuscript, please re-
upload your current manuscript, if 
it is already IEEE Xplore-compliant, 
as the 1st file.

1. If you have changed the title of your 
paper, you need to generate a new 
IEEE eCopyright form and upload it 
as the 2nd file. If not, just upload 
your current eCopyright form as the 
2nd file.

https://ieee-pdf-express.org/
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